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Simple Evaluation of Dynamic Range
By Gary A. Breed
Publisher
ynamic range is a measure of a circuit’s linearity.
Receiver dynamic range has been a key performance factor for many years. Recently, the same
terminology has been adopted for power amplifiers to
provide a figure of merit for their linearity.
The most common method for characterizing dynamic range involves the behavior of third order distortion
products. In most amplifier and mixer circuits, the relationships between the desired signal and third order distortion products are well defined. We can use those relationships to evaluate dynamic range performance with
as few as two straightforward measurements.
Figure 1 shows the relationships between the various
factors involved in dynamic range evaluation. At the
strong signal end of dynamic range is the third order
intercept point, referred to as IP3 (and sometimes TOI).
In a linear circuit, the desired signal’s input versus output level is plotted as a straight line with a 1:1 slope. In
circuits with classic square-law behavior, including diode
mixers and typical transistor amplifiers, the third order
distortion products have a 2:3 slope. The point where
these two lines intersect is the third order intercept
point. This is a fictional point, since the desired signal
has reached the level where the circuit begins to limit
and output level is compressed.
At the low-level end of dynamic range is the noise
floor, and the equivalent input signal level is called the
minimum discernible signal (MDS). This is the level at
which a desired signal has a power equal to the circuit’s
residual noise. MDS is measured by introducing an
input signal and noting the level at which the total signal+noise is increased by 3 dB over the noise alone.
The difference in input signal level between MDS and
the onset of third order distortion products is called spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR), which represents the
range of input signal levels that a circuit can handle
without creating detectable distortion. SFDR is an
important performance factor in high performance communications and test equipment where distortion products could introduce errors. We can measure the onset of
third order intermodulation using the same method as
MDS, but with a two-tone input signal. Two-tone testing
is described in most reference texts and won’t be
detailed here, other than to note that the spacing of the
two test signals affects the IMD measurement. Be certain to use test signal spacing that is appropriate for the
type of circuit being evaluated.
By measuring MDS and IMD onset, we can quickly
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■ Figure 1. A diagram of the relationships between desired
signal levels, third order distortion products, third order
intercept (IP3) and spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR).
obtain SFDR. From Figure 1 we easily see that:
SFDR = IMD onset – MDS
Because the slopes of the desired signal and third
order IMD products are known to be 1:1 and 2:3, it is
also easily seen that:
SFDR = 2/3 [IP3(input) – MDS]
Rearranging terms, we get the expression for IP3:
IP3(input) = 3/2 SFDR + MDS
With these straight-line plots, we can obtain any of
the performance parameters by measuring MDS/noise
floor, along with any measurement of third order IMD
below output compression. The IMD line can then be
determined using simple algebra and extended to obtain
IMD onset and IP3.
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